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Investors
There was a minimal presence of foreign purchasers
in the market during H1 2009, due to the increased
risk aversion and general decline in business
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v risk aversion and general decline in business
sentiment. However, it would be a mistake to write
them off at this juncture, as today’s prime
opportunities (which almost universally offer solid
long-term value) begin to look attractive for many
private, equity rich investors, who know and
understand local markets. Therefore, while there is
little chance of new foreigners entering the market in
2009 th i d fi it l k l t l f
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kr 2009, there is definitely a key role to play for

incumbent ones. The same, however, cannot be said
about investors from Russia, whose perception of
local risks differs little from that of Ukrainian players.
Indeed, a major mixed-use transaction is currently
under consideration involving investors from Russia
who were previously inactive in the market.

h d b l l h k h fWith debt capital leaving the market, the array of
purchaser types has been greatly reduced.
Institutional funds did not complete any transactions
on a par with other collective vehicles – previously,
the most active group on the market. The difficulties
with financing have also greatly reduced the amount
any given investor is prepared to put into property.
The level of acceptable one-off investment isp
somewhere between $30 and $40 million. Likewise,
purchasers now demand a much greater return on
equity – typically at 20-25% – and are fixed on
buying at today’s prices only. While sensible in itself,
the given approach may prove misplaced as time
progresses – that the high cost of equity results in
passive, risk-free and non-yielding money market
investments, when in reality it can already be put toinvestments, when in reality it can already be put to
good use in lucrative opportunities in the real estate
market. Buyers of course should not rush into
snapping up all assets offered at below cost, but
they should definitely consider a more long-term
view as otherwise they risk missing out on some of
the most rewarding opportunities on offer today.

TransactionsTransactions
As difficulties with refinancing persisted, the
inventory of distressed properties increased
dramatically, leading to an outburst of sell offers. As
expected, the vast majority of sell offers is confined
to work-in-progress assets, such as land holdings,
unfinished construction, etc., while quality income-
generating properties remained outside the

k t l f d t h ld t thmarketplace as owners preferred to hold onto the
income and were unwilling to trade them at a large
discount. Indeed more money went into projects by
means of share purchases or land acquisitions than
directly into CRE. This trend is indicative of local
property companies succumbing to the pressure to
sell their property holdings or share interest in real
estate projects in order to recover funds to repay
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Yields
After a record 500 basis point (bp) jump in q4 2008,
yields stabilized in q1 2009. However, with saleability
showing no signs of meaningful improvement yieldsshowing no signs of meaningful improvement, yields
inched upwards again in q2. The softening of prime
yields was also fuelled by sustained weakness in the
occupier markets as leasing transactions and rental
values all declined steeply. Therefore, both yields and
rents continued pushing capital values into the red.

One must be cautious, however, when estimating
i ld d i thi l til i t Bid/ ff

Purchaser Activity by Purchaser Type 

yields during this volatile environment. Bid/offer
standoff between participants is still ongoing, not least
because of the disagreements about the current yield
level. Therefore, it should be noted that yields currently
serve as an indication only and are not based on
relevant transactions.
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Kyiv Prime Yields
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Ukraine’s Credit Rating

Agency Rating Date

Standard & Poor's CCC+/negative February, 
2009

Moody's Investors Service B2/stable May, 2009

Ukraine s Credit Rating

Fitch Rating B/negative February, 
2009

2008 2009* 2010*

Source: Reuters Financial

Selected Monetary Indicators

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU)

Real effective 
exchange rate (av) 87.8 75.9 80.4

Domestic credit 
growth (%) 76.9 8.4 17.8

Commercial banks’ 
prime rate (av; %) 17.5 17.3 15.0

* - EIU forecasts
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OUTLOOK

The state of affairs on Ukraine’s CRE investment
market over H1 2009 can be summarized in one
word: aftershock. While denoting largely negative etV

iew
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feelings, it also implies that the worst is over. Indeed
there are some indicators suggesting the decline is
bottoming out.

Owing to the funding from International Monetary
Fund, Ukraine’s financial position has improved
significantly over the last months. The probability of
government defaulting on its obligations has
d d b h lf ( h l f Uk i i di
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decreased by half (the value of Ukrainian credit
default swaps has narrowed from ca. 5,000 bps in
March to less than 2,000 bps in June). Local risk free
rate (EMBI+Ukraine) has consequently decreased to
12% – down from more than 35% in spring. While in
theory these developments should make it easier for
local players to obtain financing from abroad, there
is little chance of that actually happening, at lease
until Ukraine’s credit ratings improve. en

t

until Ukraine s credit ratings improve.

On the positive note, however, as the first half of the
year drew to an end, the most dramatic aftershocks
on the occupier market have mostly passed. Rents
have adjusted significantly and at present on
average stand at the level where they were no less
than five years ago. It is thus tempting to conclude
that the bottom in terms of rental movements has
finally been reached. Still, however, negative
absorption will persist in the mid-term, as
development completions enter the market, while
demand levels remain insufficient to prevent vacancy
from further growth. Additional downward pressure
on rents is therefore not impossible.

Nonetheless, investment activity is bound to increase
A b f h llin H2 2009. As before, however, transactions will

largely be confined to distressed properties or work-
in-progress assets. Just how soon we start seeing
solid deals taking place will depend on how fast the
availability of forced sales opportunities occurs. For
the time being banks still remain unwilling to
foreclose on a wide scale, thus preventing capital
values from finally reaching rock bottom. This
position from the banks allows asset holders – evenposition from the banks allows asset holders even
in cases of frozen construction and outstanding debt
- to hold onto their gems at sub cost levels, more for
psychological than commercial reasons.

Notwithstanding the present impasse, we maintain
our initial forecast for CRE investment market to start
showing real signs of life in H1 2010. By that time
the global economic crisis should abate, improving
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investor confidence and providing a much clearer
view for future rental movements. Therefore, capital
values are likely to start picking up slowly in H2
2010 on the back of yield compression. Conversely,
due to the large stock of vacant space on the
market, rental growth will not be impacting
valuations for a longer period of time, resembling
the situation after the Russian financial crisis of
1998 when rents were essentially flat for 60
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1998, when rents were essentially flat for 60
months. This time around, however, given the more
developed economic base, the recovery should come
sooner. We estimate, rents starting to rise again in
H2 2011-H1 2012.
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Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) includes the follow
Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania,
and Ukraine
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v and Ukraine.

CRE – commercial real estate.

The prime yield represents the yield that an investo
acquiring a grade/class A building in a prime location
for example), which is fully let at current market v
reflects the level at which relevant transactions are
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if deal flow is very limited or made up of unusual one-o
relevant transactions during the survey period, a hypo
and is not a calculation based on particular transact
opinion formed in light of market conditions, but the s
location and specification still apply.

Property Investment: all property transactions that are
binding document between a purchaser and a vendor
that CB Richard Ellis is aware of, both on the open
market deals. We include Sale & Leaseback tra
corporate transactions in which real estate is only (a
transaction of the total business. Owner occupier
excluded. Forward purchases are taken into account
purchase agreement is signed. The nationality of the
by the country where the money originates.y y y g

Disclaimer 2009 CB Richard Ellis
Information herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reli
accuracy, we have not verified it and make no guarantee, warranty or
responsibility to independently confirm its accuracy and completenresponsibility to independently confirm its accuracy and completen
assumptions or estimates used are for example only and do not
performance of the market. This information is designed exclusively for us
cannot be reproduced without prior written permission of CB Richard Ell
Ellis

CB Richard Ellis is the market leading commercial real estate adviser wo
dedicated to providing cross-border advice to corporates and investme
highest level. We have 400 offices in 58 countries across the glob
worldwide. Our network of local expertise, combined with our internatio
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are able to offer a consistently high standard of service across the world
offices and details of services, visit www.cbre.com

wing countries: Bulgaria,
Russia, Serbia, Slovakia

For More information regarding the 
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CBRE Ukraine Office

4 M. Hrinchenka St., 
Kyiv 03038
t: +38-044-390-00-00
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